Optical Resolution Photoacoustic Microscopy With Fast Laser Scanning and Fixed Photoacoustic Detector.
Photoacoustic (PA) imaging is rapidly progressing imaging modality in which very short pulsed laser causes thermal expansion to generate PA signal. In previous PA microscope systems, relatively long time was required for image acquisition because they required mechanical scan of the PA transducer. The objective of the present study is to develop fast laser scanning optical resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM) with fixed PA signal detector to realize very high frame rate PA imaging. Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with the wavelength of 532 nm, pulse width of 5.5 ns and pulse repetition rate of up to 50 kHz was equipped in the system. Low frequency PA detector was comprised of a glass prism configuring acoustic focusing and a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) prism with 5 MHz PZT (lead zirconate titanate) transducer. High frequency PA detector was comprised of the same glass prism and a glass prism with ZnO (zinc oxide) thin film transducer. Galvano scanner operating in the air was controlled by a microcomputer to scan laser beam. PA signal was detected with the fixed PA detector thus realized the frame rate of 5 fps for C-mode equivalent to 500 fps for B-mode. The lateral resolution of the low frequency system was found to be 11.6 μm and the blood vessel on the surface of cod roe was clearly visualized. The system may be applicable for imaging blood flow and vascular dynamics of micro vessel.